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Introduction 

On the eastern side of Cata Sand, Sanday, a small sand dune known as the Grithies Dune is 

located in the intertidal zone (grid reference: HY 704 397: Figure 1). In December 2015 

archaeological material was identified as eroding out of the sand immediately to the south of the 

Grithies Dune. A team returned in March 2016 to undertake an evaluation. A small trench 

roughly 8 x 5m was opened up over an area where archaeological deposits had previously been 

seen. The evaluation revealed that the remains of occupation, including a house, lay exposed just 

beneath windblown sand. In order to ascertain the extent of the occupation here a large-scale 

geophysical survey of the area was conducted using magnetometry. This revealed an area of 

magnetic enhancement around the Grithies Dune roughly 20m in diameter (Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 1. The location of Cata Sand, Sanday, Orkney. The Grithies Dune is highlighted in red 

 

Having established that there were significant archaeological remains here, but that these were 

threatened by coastal erosion, the team returned in 2017 for a four week period to excavate the 

archaeological remains at the site. These excavations revealed the heavily truncated remains of 

multiple occupations focussed on this location. Three hearths were uncovered; the original 
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Figure 2. Detailed plot of the geophysics around the Grithies Dune showing a large feature 

roughly 20 x 20m across. The green patches in the middle are dummy readings indicating where 

the extant Grithies Dune is located 

 

hearth identified during the evaluation exercise, as well as two others, one mostly dismantled. 

The lower course of an early Neolithic house was also found, particularly towards the eastern, 

higher part of the site, although nothing remained of the wall to the west (the intertidal zone). 

Thick midden deposits overlay the house to the east which may have preserved it in this area. 

Much time was also spent excavating a large pit which cut through the site (a second pit was 

also found but not excavated). This pit contained the remains of multiple whale skeletons, 

minus their heads. These were probably the remains of animals killed for their blubber. 

Historical accounts detail the slaughter of multiple animals in this location in the nineteenth 

century.  

 

Aims of the excavation 

Since it was not possible to complete the excavation of the Neolithic house and its associated 

deposits in 2017 the aim of the excavation this year was to finish the excavations of the 

Neolithic archaeology. This was particularly pertinent because work the previous year had 

indicated that this archaeology was under serious threat of being destroyed through ongoing 

erosion.  

In summary the aims of the project were: 
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-To complete the excavation of the Neolithic archaeological deposits at the Grithies Dune, 

particularly those at highest risk from being destroyed.  

-The subsequent analysis of all artefacts and ecofacts recovered from The Grithies Dune 

including the radiocarbon dating of samples to date and characterise the nature of the 

occupation.  

 

Methodology 

An area which incorporated the area containing the Neolithic house was exposed, along with 

associated deposits to the south. This area has been carefully backfilled in 2017 by laying stones 

over the exposed archaeology. These were removed to reveal that most of the archaeology had 

survived relatively well over the previous winter. However, the area to the west (the intertidal 

zone) had seen some of the archaeology removed: it is possible to estimate that up to 5cm of 

deposit had been washed away to the west of the trench. The area containing the unexcavated 

whale skeletons was not reopened. All contexts and features were excavated by trowel and 

hand shovel and fully recorded (plans/sections, photographs and single context recording). All 

contexts were dry sieved.  The spoil from 100% of cut features was retained for wet sieving. 

10% of other contexts were also retained for wet sieving, following English Heritage guidelines 

on good practice in environmental archaeology (Campbell et al. 2001). All finds were retained 

and recorded in three dimensions using a GPS total station. Unworked animal bones were kept 

by context. At the end of the excavation the site was returned to the condition it was found prior 

to excavation.  

 

 

Figure 3. Vertical shot of the trench at Cata Sand  

 

Figure 4. On separate page – plan of the trench at Cata Sand 2018 
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Context narratives 

The trench at Cata Sand incorporated two key elements, each of which will be dealt with in turn.  

 

Interior of the early Neolithic house  

Most of the 2018 season was spent working on deposits found in the interior of the house. For 

ease of argument, the deposits discussed here area described in relation to three hearths 

uncovered within the building. These are: 

1. The eastern hearth (004) first uncovered in the preliminary 2016 season, and half-

sectioned in the 2017 (Fig. 5) 

2. The western hearth (032) revealed in the 2017 season (Fig. 6) 

3. A new hearth (comprising stones 117, 128, 130 and 131) found directly underneath the 

dismantled central hearth excavated in 2017 (099; 118). This new hearth was revealed 

when we removed the overlying backfilled sand. It had, in 2017, been covered by dark 

occupation but this had been removed in the intervening period (Fig. 7). This is now 

described as the lower central hearth 

 

 

Figure 5. The eastern hearth (004: photo looking west) with the lowest deposit still in situ, 

probably the remains of a small scoop hearth [187] 

 

The excavation of the eastern hearth was completed, removing the other section not excavated 

in 2017. This revealed the presence of a smaller hollow at the base of this hearth which may be 

the remains of a small, earlier scoop hearth in this location (187: see Fig. 5).  
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Figure 6. The central (lower) hearth looking to the north. One of the stones (099) from the 

upper central hearth can still be seen, indicated by an arrow 

 

 

Figure 7. The western hearth after being half-sectioned (photo looking east) 
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The lower central hearth was not excavated, although a section line running north-south did 

remove one half of the windblown sand (139) infilling the very top of this hearth revealing the 

presence of packing stones (152) overlying the upper hearth fill. These were presumably laid 

when the hearth was decommissioned and before the upper hearth was built on top of it. What 

is intriguing about this central hearth is its orientation. Unlike the other two surviving hearths, 

and the now mainly dismantled hearth which overlay this hearth, this feature has its long axis 

north-south as opposed to east-west. This has interesting implications of the orientation of the 

house with which it was associated (and discussed in more detail below).  

 

The western hearth was half-sectioned removing the fill (036). This was fairly thin to the 

eastern side, but much thicker to the west. Indeed, on the western side this fill went underneath 

the hearth stone and appeared to sit within a small hollow [189]. As with the fill of the eastern 

hearth, the hearth fill could not be differentiated stratigraphically but there may well have been 

a small scoop hearth in this location prior to the construction of the stone hearth. To the very 

western side of this hearth the fill has been heavily truncated by the cut [061] discovered last 

season and nicknamed the ‘Stromness Road’ since it is suspected this may be a later cart track.  

 

The bulk of the season was spent trying to understand the stratigraphic relationship between 

the house occupation deposits, hearth rake-out deposits and the hearths. In particular, the aim 

was to demonstrate a stratigraphic relationship between the different hearths and associated 

occupation so that these could placed in a chronological sequence. From the orientation and 

relative height of the different hearths it is proposed that the earliest hearth was the central 

lower hearth, then later on the western hearth was constructed followed by the central upper 

hearth and finally the eastern hearth. As such, this question of sequence was explored by 

investigating the presence of clean, windblown sand (139) which appeared to have been 

deposited on top of earlier occupation, in particular around the lower central hearth, and which 

itself had later occupation on top of it. A series of context numbers was given to try and identify 

different events associated with occupation around the different hearths. However, by the end 

of the excavation we had to concede that it was simply not possible to demonstrate a 

stratigraphic relationship between these different elements. Various occupation events have 

essentially merged into one undifferentiated deposit. This deposit is both variable in depth and 

when exposed, heavily undulating, thus it appears quite high up in some areas but much lower 

in other areas. Its presence, on top of sand, appears to have contributed to its uneven nature, a 

problem compounded by the fact that these deposits are now in the intertidal zone which is 

differentially eroding the area. Clearly, in some areas, cleaner sand was either deliberately 

deposited or was blown in (139) but this is not sufficient to provide stratigraphic clarity. As 

such, the internal occupation deposits are now referred to as a single context: 190. The hope is 

that it will be possible to differentiate different sequences through micromorphology, and that 
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chronological resolution may be possible through the Bayesian modelling of deposits from the 

house in the post-excavation phase.  

 

 

Figure 8. The western and central lower hearth with patches of occupation deposit (190) and 

wind-blown clean sand (139). The lighter brown, blotchy marbled sand to the left may indicate 

the location of wall core (093) 

 

The only area where it was possible to demonstrate some stratigraphic relationships is to the 

very eastern side of the house. Here a thick layer of occupation overlies a number of cut 

features. This includes an oval feature (cut 162, fill 163) next to the house wall and another 

smaller feature to the south of this (cut 167, fill 168). A lower layer of occupation (150) may 

also be another feature. Another possible circular feature at this level (186) was not excavated 

this year. These are likely to be contemporary with the pit [128] excavated at this level last year. 

The remains of a stone box (183) are also in this area – this is likely to be the packing for a 

posthole and indicates that some of these features may well be the remains of timber elements 

of the house.  

 

Two other features were found this year, to the north of the central hearth. The first was a cut 

feature [175] with fill (176) and packing stones (177) for an upright ’dividing’ orthostat as 

found at similar early Neolithic houses. To the south of this a single stone from a stone box 

survived, along with the imprint of the other stones (164). Just like the stone box close to the 

eastern hearth, this was likely to have been a posthole. A discrete feature within the house 

identified last year was also examined and given the single context (073). Upon excavation this 

was actually the remains of two features, the northern half retaining the context 073 with cut 

[181]. This is apparently the remains of a shallow, oval-shaped pit. Underneath this feature was 

another smaller feature (fill 172, cut 171), a possible posthole. The southern part of the original 

feature was given the new context number 166 with cut [165] and may be the slot for a 

divisional orthostat.  
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Features external to the house 

A number of distinct and discrete patches of midden are located to the south of the house. Last 

summer the team investigated a small number of features external to the house. These were 

distinctive pits or possibly pits for postholes. This year more of these features were explored. 

Once again, these are the remains of pits or postholes: 

-A sub-rectangular pit cut [174] fill 134 

-A small oval pit cut [045] fill 046 

-Another small oval pit [047] fill 048 

-A small pit or posthole cut [169] upper fill 170, lower fill 179 

A large amorphous spread of material 056 was partially investigated this year. This upper level 

of midden covered multiple smaller features but these were not explored due to time 

constraints.  

 

Discussion 

The archaeological deposits at Cata Sand represent significant early Neolithic occupation in this 

location. It is clear that there is much more archaeology here than was previously envisaged. 

While most of the stone walls have disappeared, the internal occupation deposits are well-

preserved. Their location on the sand means that there is organic preservation and thus they 

will offer us unique insights into aspects of early Neolithic life often not preserved on similar 

sites elsewhere in Orkney. The presence of four visible stone hearths (the eastern hearth, the 

western hearth, the dismantled upper central hearth and the lower central hearth) also 

indicates that this was a location that saw the repeated occupation and the remodelling of the 

central component of the house. Moreover, there are suggestions that the stone hearths 

themselves overlay earlier scoop hearths, so this may well have been a location which saw 

multiple occupation events with a range of associated hearths. However, at certain points the 

house was remodelled and the entire hearth moved to a new location. Three stone hearths were 

left in situ and covered, but one, the upper central hearth, was mainly dismantled.  

 

This year’s excavations have also provided us with additional insights into the occupation in this 

area. The newly-discovered lower central hearth has its long axis orientated north-south, which 

is different from the other three stone hearths at Cata. Since early Neolithic houses usually have 

the long axis of the stone hearth the same as the long axis of the house, this made us suspect that 

the house associated with this new hearth may also have been orientated north-south. If this 

was the case, this is different from the surviving stone house at the site, and suggests that, at 

some point, the house was re-orientated. This is rather unusual and not documented elsewhere 

on Orkney (see Richards and Jones 2015).  
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There are also the beginnings of indications of a timber phase at Cata Sand. The increasing 

number of small pits both within the stone house walls and to the south are highly suggestive of 

a timber phase. This would be entirely in-keeping with house architecture elsewhere in Orkney 

where a timber phase has often been found at the start of house sequences (see Richards and 

Jones 2015). The presence of postholes within the stone house also indicate that timber 

elements continued to be incorporated into this architecture even when the house was built 

from stone.  

 

Outline of future work  

The site remains at high risk of being destroyed. It would be good, therefore, to return to the site 

to completely excavate the early Neolithic house and all associated features. Pending 

appropriate permissions we are planning to return to Cata Sand in 2019 to complete the 

excavations.  
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Registers 

 

Context register 2018 (new contexts only. Previous contexts are listed in the DSR 2017) 

130 Structure Hearth Stone – lower central hearth 24/07/2018 VC 

131 Structure Hearth Stone - lower central hearth 24/07/2018 VC 

132 Cut Cut for (009) hearth stone upper central hearth 24/07/2018 VC 

133 Layer Natural windblown sand  24/07/2018 AM 

134 Fill Discrete feature, fill of [174] 24/07/2018 RRL 

135 Fill Fill of cut [136] 24/07/2018 AM 

136 Cut Semi-circular cut below [84] near eastern hearth 24/07/2018 AM 

137 Layer Occupational layer around central hearth 24/07/2018 AM 

138 Layer Dark brown occupation south of central hearth 25/07/2018 AM 

139 Layer Redeposited clean sand in and around central hearth 25/07/2018 AM 

140 Fill Discrete feature fill of [141] 25/07/2018 AM 

141 Cut Discrete feature cut 25/07/2018 AM 

142 Fill Discrete feature fill of [143] 25/07/2018 AM 

143 Cut Discrete feature cut 25/07/2018 AM 

144 Fill Discrete feature fill of [145] 25/07/2018 AM 

145 Cut Discrete feature cut 25/07/2018 AM 

146 Fill Stones sitting on top of 147 25/07/2018 AM 

147 Fill Fill of discrete feature 25/07/2018 AM 

148 Layer Wind blown sandy layer under 056 25/07/2018 AM 

149 Fill Pit fill? Under (056) 25/07/2018 AM 

150 Layer Occupation below 114 in east end of house 25/07/2018 AM 

151 Layer Clean sand old house floor- E of house 26/07/2018 VC 

152 Structure Stone infilling hearth for lower central hearth 26/07/2018 VC 

153 Fill Hearth fill- C. lower hearth 26/07/2018 VC 

154 Layer Hearth rake out around lower C. hearth 26/07/2018 VC 

155 Layer Occupation layer- lower C. House 26/07/2018 VC 

156 Layer Mottled sand under wall core 'marble' 26/07/2018 VC 

157 Cut Cut of (114) (scoop hearth east end of house) 26/07/2018 GP 

158 Cut Cut for small pit to east of central hearth (upper) 26/07/2018 VC 

159 Fill Fill of 158 26/07/2018 VC 

160 Cut Small circular feature north of W. hearth 26/07/2018 VC 

161 Fill Fill of 160 26/07/2018 VC 

162 Cut Feature under 150 next to wall eastern end of house 26/07/2018 VC 

163 Fill Fill for 162  26/07/2018 VC 

164 Cut Shadow of small stone box in 138 26/07/2018 AM 

165 Cut Cut for upright divisional stone south side of house  27/07/2018 AM 

166 Fill Fill of [165] 27/07/2018 AM 

167 Cut  Cut under (150) east end E.House – small pit 27/07/2018 VC 

168 Fill Fill of [167]- E.House under (150) 27/07/2018 VC 

169 Cut  Feature south of whale pit 27/07/2018 VC 

170 Fill  Fill of [169] upper fill 27/07/2018 AM 
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171 Cut Small feature under (073) – pit? 27/07/2018 VC 

172 Fill Fill of [171] under (073) 27/07/2018 VC 

173 Cut Cut for fill (149) feature under (056) 27/07/2018 VC 

174 Cut Cut for fill (134) 27/07/2018 VC 

175 Cut Cut for orthostat divisional slab north end of house 27/07/2018 VC 

176 Fill Fill of [175] divisional slab 27/07/2018 VC 

177 Structure Packers associated with [175] 27/07/2018 VC 

178 Fill Fill under (149) 27/07/2018 AM 

179 Fill Fill of [169] lower fill under 170 27/07/2018 AM 

180 Layer Sand patch between 082 and 084 29/07/2018 JD 

181 Cut Shallow cut for possible pit near eastern hearth 29/07/2018 SW 

182 Cut Lip of clean golden sand found to north of eastern hearth 29/07/2018 VC 

183 Structure Small stone box for posthole 30/07/2018 AM 

184 Layer Hearth rake-out around western hearth 30/07/2018 AM 

185 Structure Large stone under 056 30/07/2018 RL 

186 Fill Circular patch of occupation or fire-related material E. hearth 31/07/2018 JD 

187 Cut Cut for possible scoop hearth in centre of 004 31/07/2018 VC 

188 Fill Fill for 187 31/07/2018 VC 

189 Cut Possible scoop hearth western end western hearth 31/07/2018 VC 

190 Layer Red/brown occupation found in interior of house 1/08/2018 VC 

 

Drawing register 2018 

Drawing 
No Type Description Scale Date 

23  Profile through (004) N-S 1:10 VC 

24  Profile through (004) E-W 1:10 VC 

25  Section of pit  [047] 1:10 SW 

26  Post excavation plan [047] 1:20 SW 

27  Plan of 146 midden 1:20 RL 

28  Section of pit [045] 1:10 SW 

29  Section of slot [175] 1:10 SW 

30  Plan of [175] slot 1:20 SW 

31  Section of [165] and [181] 1:10 SW 

32  Post excavation plan of pit [045] 1:20 RL 

33  Plan of [181],[171] and [165] 1:20 SW 

34  Section east facing of [174] 1:10 RL 

35  North facing section of (146) 1:10 RL 

36  Multiple context plan under (084) 1:20 GP 

37  Multi-context plan 1:20 JD 

38  Feature under 56 1:10 HM 

39  Section of 148 and 149 1:10 HM 

40  Plan of cut [174] 1:20 SH 

41  Section drawing of [169], (179) and (170) 1:10 RL 

42  Plan of [169], (170) and (170) 1:20 MS 
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43  

NE-facing section of area associated with 

hearth (032) 1:10 SW 

 

Samples register 

Sample No Type Context No Reason For Sampling 

50 Bulk 11 Hearth Fill for Macro Samples 

51 Bulk  36 Hearth Fill for Macro Samples 

52 Bulk  84 Occupation adjacent to hearth (004) (overspill) 

53 Bulk   135 Occupation below the hearth (004) (overspill) 

54 Bulk 56 Possible Midden 

55 Bulk 137 Possible occupation layer 

56 Bulk 84 Occupation adjacent to hearth (004) (overspill) 

57 Bulk 101 Occupation layer 

58 Bulk 114/150 Sample of Scoop Hearth (114) 

59 Bulk 48 Possible Midden Pit 

60 Bulk 134 Possible Midden Pit 

61 Bulk 46 The fill of [45] 

62 Bulk 114 Small scoop hearth deposits 

63 Kubiena 84 Block through floor layers and hearth (004) rake out 

64 Bulk 150 Occupation Layer 

65 Bulk 150 Occupation Layer 

66 Bulk 149 Pit fill of [173] 

67 Bulk 170 Pit fill of [169] 

68 Bulk 178 Lower fill of [173] 

69 Bulk 166 Fill of [165] 

70 Bulk 150 The Midden east of the eastern hearth 

71 Bulk 179 Lower fill of [169] 

72 Bulk 134 Midden  

73 Bulk 184 Rake out from hearth 

74 Bulk 184 Rake out from hearth 

75 Bulk 184 Rake out from hearth 

76 Bulk 170 Possible Post Hole 

77 Bulk 179 Possible Post Hole 

78 Kubiena 36 From Western Hearth lower fill 

79 Kubiena 36 From Western Hearth upper fill 

80 Bulk 168 Occupation Layer 

 

Finds register 

Find No Context Object/Material 

200 133 Flint 

201 133 Stone Tool 

202 133 Flint 

203 133 Quartz 

204 133 Stone Tool 

205 133 Flint 

206 133 Flint 
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207 133 Flint 

208 133 Flint 

209 48 Flint 

210 133 Skaill Knife 

211 24 Skaill Knife 

212 73 Pottery 

213 84 Skaill Knife 

214 84 Bone 

215 135 Bone 

216 36 Skaill Knife 

217 28 Flint 

218 28 Flint 

219 28 Flint 

220 136 Flint  

221 101 Stone Tool 

222 146 worked pebble flint  

223 48 Hammer stone 

224 48 Worked stone 

225 84 Tool Fragment 

226 84 Skaill Knife 

227 84 Skaill Knife Fragment 

228 114  

229 46 Skaill Knife 

230 46 Skaill Knife 

231 73 Skaill Knife 

232 150 Stone Tool 

233 150 Stone Tool 

234 150 Skaill Knife 

235 176 Flint 

236 160 Skaill Knife 

237 170 Skaill Knife 

238 170 Skaill Knife 

239 170 Skaill Knife 

240 176 Flint 

241  Skaill Knife  

242 101 Skaill Knife  

243 101 Flint 

244 156 Skaill Knife 

245 156 Skaill Knife 

200 133 Flint 

201 133 Stone Tool 

202 133 Flint 

203 133 Quartz 

204 133 Stone Tool 

205 133 Flint 

206 133 Flint 

207 133 Flint 

208 133 Flint 
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209 48 Flint 

210 133 Skaill Knife 

211 24 Skaill Knife 

212 73 Pottery 

213 84 Skaill Knife 

214 84 Bone 

215 135 Bone 

216 36 Skaill Knife 

217 28 Flint 

218 28 Flint 

219 28 Flint 

220 136 Flint  

221 101 Stone Tool 

222 146 worked pebble flint  

223 48 Hammer stone 
 

Photo register 2018 

Frame 
No: Description Direction 

Taken 
by Date 

          

1 Working shots of site being opened  VC 23/07/2018 

2 Working shots of site being opened  VC 23/07/2018 

3 Working shots of site being opened  VC 23/07/2018 

4 Working shots of site being opened  VC 23/07/2018 

5 Working shots of site being opened  VC 23/07/2018 

6 Working shots of site being opened  VC 23/07/2018 

7 Working shots of site being opened  VC 23/07/2018 

8 Working shots of site being opened  VC 23/07/2018 

9 North Facing Shot of [55]/[56] N HM 24/07/2018 

10 North Facing Shot of [55]/[56] ESE HM 24/07/2018 

11 ESE shot of [55]/[56] E HM 24/07/2018 

12 E shot of [55]/[56] E HM 24/07/2018 

13 E shot of [55]/[56] E HM 24/07/2018 

14 E shot of [55]/[56] E HM 24/07/2018 

15 E shot of [55]/[56] E HM 24/07/2018 

16 Hearth Charcoal Lens (11) Aerial SH 24/07/2018 

17 Hearth Charcoal Lens (11) Aerial SH 24/07/2018 

18 Hearth Charcoal Lens (11) NNW SH 24/07/2018 

19 Below SG07 Q4E working shot adj of hearth (004) SW JD 24/07/2018 

20 Below SG07 Q4E working shot adj of hearth (004) SW JD 24/07/2018 

21 Hearth centre (130) and (099) still in situ NE JD 24/07/2018 

22 Hearth centre (130) and (099) still in situ NE JD 24/07/2018 
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23 Hearth centre (130) and (099) still in situ SE JD 24/07/2018 

24 Hearth centre (130) and (099) still in situ SE JD 24/07/2018 

25 Hearth centre (130) and (099) still in situ S JD 24/07/2018 

26 Hearth centre (130) and (099) still in situ S JD 24/07/2018 

27 Working shots of site  S JD 24/07/2018 

28 Working shots of site  S JD 24/07/2018 

29 Hearth (004) under excavation W JD 24/07/2018 

30 Hearth (004) under excavation W JD 24/07/2018 

31 (011) West side partially excavated W JD 24/07/2018 

32 (011) West side partially excavated W JD 24/07/2018 

33 (073) cleaned pre excavated N JD 24/07/2018 

34 (073) cleaned pre excavated N JD 24/07/2018 

35 (004) Post-Excavation with (011) N JD 24/07/2018 

36 (004) Post-Excavation with (011) W JD 24/07/2018 

37 (004) Post-Excavation with (011) E JD 24/07/2018 

38 (004) Post-Excavation with (011) S JD 24/07/2018 

39 Section SSE Facing of [47]  small pit NNE SW 25/07/2018 

40 Section SSE Facing of [47]  small pit NNE SW 25/07/2018 

41 Section above [47]  small pit Aerial SW 25/07/2018 

42 Section without scale of [47]  small pit NNE SW 25/07/2018 

43 Section oblique [47]  small pit NW SW 25/07/2018 

44 Section oblique [47]  small pit NE SW 25/07/2018 

45 Section of [47] small pit with North indication NNE SW 25/07/2018 

46 Section from above of [47]  small pit Aerial SW 25/07/2018 

47 Section NE Facing of (084) after sampling SW GP 25/07/2018 

48 Slumping sandy base of pic 47  of hearth overspill NNW GP 25/07/2018 

49 Occupation layer to NE of hearth (004) NNW GP 25/07/2018 

50 Area North and West of central hearth after removal SW IC 25/07/2018 

51 Contexts (101) and (138) SW IC 25/07/2018 

52 Contexts (101) and (138) S IC 25/07/2018 

53 Contexts (101) and (138) S IC 25/07/2018 

54 Contexts (101) and (138) NE IC 25/07/2018 

55 Contexts (101) and (138) NE IC 25/07/2018 

56 Contexts (101) and (138) E IC 25/07/2018 

57 Contexts (101) and (138) E IC 25/07/2018 

58 Contexts (101) and (138) NW IC 25/07/2018 

59 Contexts (101) and (138) NW IC 25/07/2018 

60 Contexts, 140/134/147/144/142/146 NE LR 25/07/2018 

61 Contexts, 140/134/147/144/142/146 NE LR 25/07/2018 
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62 Contexts, 140/134/147/144/142/146 WNW LR 25/07/2018 

63 Post excavation of pit [47] overhead shot Aerial SW 25/07/2018 

64 Post excavation of pit [47] overhead shot Aerial SW 25/07/2018 

65 Post excavation of pit [47] overhead shot Aerial SW 25/07/2018 

66 Post excavation of pit [47] overhead shot without scale Aerial SW 25/07/2018 

67 Post excavation of pit [47] overhead shot without scale Aerial SW 25/07/2018 

68 Scoop hearth SE facing section (114) NW GP 25/07/2018 

69 Scoop hearth NE facing section (114) SW GP 25/07/2018 

70 Pit fill of (46) [47] NNE EH 25/07/2018 

71 Pit fill of (46) [47] NNE EH 25/07/2018 

72 Pit fill of (46) [47] SSW EH 25/07/2018 

73 Pit fill of (46) [47] S EH 25/07/2018 

74 Pit fill of (46) [47] N EH 25/07/2018 

75 Pit fill of (46) [47] S EH 25/07/2018 

76 No photo taken    

77 Section SSE Facing of Scoop hearth (114) W GP 26/07/2018 

78 Half sectiion of (56) NNE Shot NNE HM 26/07/2018 

79 Photo showing relationships of (56) and (142) NNE HM 26/07/2018 

80 Context (148) NNE HM 26/07/2018 

81 Horizontal shot of half section (56) NNE HM 26/07/2018 

82 Photo of section (134) SW RD 26/07/2018 

83 Photo of section (134) SW RD 26/07/2018 

84 114 Removed showed bowl/scoop W JD 26/07/2018 

85 Monolith sample 63 next to hearth (004) S JD 26/07/2018 

86 Monolith sample 63 next to hearth (004) S JD 26/07/2018 

87 Working shot of hearth (004) W JD 26/07/2018 

88 Overhead shot post excavation [45] Aerial SW 26/07/2018 

89 Overhead shot post excavation [45] with scale and North Aerial SW 26/07/2018 

90 Overhead shot post excavation [45] with scale and North Aerial SW 26/07/2018 

91 Overhead shot post excavation [45] with scale and North Aerial SW 26/07/2018 

92 Overhead shot post excavation [45] just scale Aerial SW 26/07/2018 

93 Overhead shot post excavation [45] just scale Aerial SW 26/07/2018 

94 Overhead shot post excavation [45] no scale  Aerial SW 26/07/2018 

95 Overhead shot post excavation [45] no scale  Aerial SW 26/07/2018 

96 Section photo of (134) SW RD 26/07/2018 

97 Section photo of (134) also showing position in (146) SW RD 26/07/2018 

98 Plan of Section through N. end of (146) SW RL 26/07/2018 

99 Section of (146) North end facing SW SW RL 26/07/2018 

100 Section of (146) North end facing SW SW RL 26/07/2018 
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101 Shadow of small box [164] (138) SNN AC 26/07/2018 

102 Shadow of small box [164] (138) SW AC 26/07/2018 

103 Shadow of small box [164] (138) Aerial shot  AC 26/07/2018 

104 Working shot- central hearth S VC 27/07/2018 

105 Working shot- eastern house lower deposit S VC 27/07/2018 

106 Eastern House- earlier house E VC 27/07/2018 

107 Eastern House- earlier house S VC 27/07/2018 

108 SE Facing section of (73), [165], and [171] NW SW 27/07/2018 

109 SE Facing section of (73), [165], and [171] NW SW 27/07/2018 

110 SE Facing section of (73), [165], and [171] NW SW 27/07/2018 

111 SE Facing section of (73), [165], and [171] NW SW 27/07/2018 

112 SE Facing section of (73), [165], and [171] NW SW 27/07/2018 

113 SE Facing section of (73), [165], and [171] NW SW 27/07/2018 

114 SE Facing section of (73), [165], and [171]  NW SW 27/07/2018 

115 SE Facing section of (73), [165], and [171] without scale NW SW 27/07/2018 

116 Working shot of area to north of western hearth SW IC 27/07/2018 

117 Working shot of area to north of western hearth SW IC 27/07/2018 

118 Stone 103 vertical view  AC 27/07/2018 

119 Stone 103 side view  IC 27/07/2018 

120 Stone 103 side view  IC 27/07/2018 

121 (175, 176,177) Orthostat pre excavation S VC 27/07/2018 

122 (175, 176,177) Orthostat pre excavation S VC 27/07/2018 

123 Half section NS of feature slot 175,176 and 177 SW AC 27/07/2018 

124 Half section NS of feature slot 175,176 and 178 (vertical view) SW AC 27/07/2018 

125 Half section NS of feature slot 175,176 and 179 (Veritcal view) SW AC 27/07/2018 

126 Western hearth half sectioned post excavation- other context? E VC 30/07/2018 

127 East facing shot of stone impression [169] part of lower fill (174) E RRL 30/07/2018 

128 West facing shot of stone impression [169] part of lower fill (174) W RRL 30/07/2018 

129 (138) Around central hearth exposed in section S VC 30/07/2018 

130 (138) Around central hearth exposed in section E VC 30/07/2018 

131 (138) Around central hearth exposed in section N VC 30/07/2018 

132 (138) Around central hearth exposed in section W VC 30/07/2018 

133 Western hearth and upper hearth breakout-cleaned shot S VC 30/07/2018 

134 Western hearth and upper hearth breakout-cleaned shot E VC 30/07/2018 

135 Western hearth and upper hearth breakout-cleaned shot N VC 30/07/2018 

136 Western hearth and upper hearth breakout-cleaned shot W VC 30/07/2018 

137 Marble effect of wall core  E VC 30/07/2018 

138 South facing section of [169] N RRL 30/07/2018 

139 South facing section of [169] N RRL 30/07/2018 
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140 Plan shot of [174] SSE SH 30/07/2018 

141 Plan shot of [174] W SH 30/07/2018 

142 Small stone box/posthole 183 NW JD 30/07/2018 

143 Small stone box/posthole 184 Veritcal JD 30/07/2018 

144 Location of Kubiena tin (lower) Western Hearth S VC 30/07/2018 

145 [173] Plan shot for features NE LR 30/07/2018 

146 [173] Plan shot for features NE LR 30/07/2018 

147 [173] Plan shot for features SE LR 30/07/2018 

148 Working shot of possible feature south of central hearth S RD 30/07/2018 

149 Working shot of possible feature south of central hearth W RD 30/07/2018 

150 Location of Kubiena tin (upper) Western Hearth S VC 30/07/2018 

151 Section shot of [169] east E MS 31/07/2018 

152 Vertical section shot of [169] north N MS 31/07/2018 

153 Section shot of [169] north N MS 31/07/2018 

154 East end of house: contexts (167,162,186,82) W JD 31/07/2018 

155 East end of house: contexts (167,162,186,82) S JD 31/07/2018 

156 East end of house: contexts (167,162,186,82) S JD 31/07/2018 

157 East end of house: contexts (167,162,186,82) S JD 31/07/2018 

158 East end of house: contexts (167,162,186,82) S JD 31/07/2018 

159 East end of house: contexts (167,162,186,82) S JD 31/07/2018 

160 Working Shots from dunes (Dune views) S JD 31/07/2018 

161 Working Shots from dunes (Dune views) S JD 31/07/2018 

162 Working Shots from dunes (Dune views) S JD 31/07/2018 

163 Working Shots from dunes (Dune views) S JD 31/07/2018 

 


